COMPOSER Word Search

D N J H H N C T P X Y B R
V E N X A H D R Y K J E T
O S Z A O N O Y S H N E Z
R U T P M K D V A G G T S
A K I R O U O E A H I H I
K N B F A K H W L D T O L
P O I G I V K C R E R V E
R E B A C H I E S H A E Z
V R H X W X V N I T Z N C
E C M E N D E L S S O H N
T R E B U H C S P K M T Y
B R A H M S M O L H Y I V
X R E L H A M P P N K N R

Classical Music Composers - Word List:

BACH  HAYDN  SCHUBERT
BEETHOVEN  LISZT  SCHUMANN
BRAHMS  MAHLER  STRAVINSKY
CHOPIN  MENDELSSOHN  TCHAIKOVSKY
DVORAK  MOZART  VERDI
HANDEL  PROKOFIEV  WAGNER

Instructions:
Find and circle the words from the list. Words may be forward, backward, vertical, or diagonal within the puzzle.
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